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I. Introduttibri

e'

The Center for Educational Pol icy and Management-has chosen to focus

its research on strategies, for the managedent of human resources in schools

improve student achievement.. In the process of developAng'a research

paradigm for the *Center based, on this- riucl eus, three 'primary\ infl uences
. at

were identified as affecting human- resource management in schools: legal-
,.

administrative processes, the educational professions, and the community

environment.:, Committees' comprised of researchers, pol icymakers, and

practitioners were created to develop a. research program related to each

of these influences.- In building a"framework for the examination of ,

legal-administrative factors°,:ttie Program Reyelopment Committee on

Legal-Administrative Processes has been developing guidelines for such a

program of research that will meet the foilovifng criteria:

1. be timely and of national signffitance;

.

2. represent an area where CEPM can make a substantial research
contributio4 i.e., that'it does not dupl icate. the research

agenda of of er research centers);

3. take into ccount the research capabilities at the university;

4. be suffi iently unified to promote a high level of inter-
action mong projects _wfthin the -same research program.

0 0

se of this paper -is to set forth the rationale for buildingThe Ourp

a research genda around the impact of legal-administrative processes on

huinan re ource management in schools. For this purpose, the term "legal-
°

admini trative processes" refers both to laws affecting schools anq to the

adm tstration of these, laws. The educational process is affected not only
.

b legar requirements, but also by the way the state aid federal agencies

t
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.

tCrhOtiSe to administer or implement those guidelines and regulations and

ti

by administrative decisions in local school districts concerning the

leF l of compliance. Hill (197g) sugjests that a. strong, determinant of

the am unt of compliance that will be'achtekveci stems not froM the formal ,or

legal, incentive systems desci-16ed, In the regulations (i:e., the withdrawal
4.

of funds), but lathe'," from .an'.informal ;system sof admihi-stration that
.relies On professionalloyalties. Thus, 'a productive research agenda must

_

include both the,legal processes themsglves and their administrati n in

schools.
. .

Building a researct agenda arou the way in which state mandates

infltmxiice the ma.nageMent of human resources'at the local district end
.v aF

school levels holds great promise for Meeting the criteria pi-eviously

stated: 1--t is.especialTy timely to examine the state's role in promoting., - $
.,. .

equity and efficiency in the management of human resources in schools, as
. ., r---',

the state"s role in educational policy making will potentially' grow

stronger in relatton to the federal role .(flmore et al. i981). any of,. ..,,
the, laws that most directly affect the mana,geme9 of schooal personnel ,44

Originate at fhe state level.

An additional reason for focusing a research program on state guide-

e..
lines and mandates is that the impact of federal legislation on schools has

already j-eceived ,a high degree of attention from a 'number of other

'educational research centers, Desegregation is a major research focus at

the Ce.nter for.tlationaliPolicy it catholic University. Bilingual

education is a focus .for study at the Center for the Study,of Evaluation
s.

.

kt at, UCLA. Michael. Kirst, at the Center. for Fipaince and Governance at
t

Stanford, ha's recently proposed to undOtake a re- evaluation of the impact
, so

t
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Title I on school's. Ohi? St University has a major:research center

' ,
.concerned with vocational education. .Therefore, the Center's concentratign .

,
on sta e laws that affect the management of school personnel seems to be a .,, .

more, e ficient usg. of increasingly scarce' resources for research.

CEPM.has Strong research capabilities in'the areas of personnel

management, schbol organization and governance, collective bargaining,

special education, and sex equity. In light of these strengths, the

following, topics present especially promising directicins for a,research

program in the legal - administrative domain at the Center.

,

Legal-Administrative Pro -sees at,the State Level Affecting

the oym ent-' of Local School ersonnql

There are'a. variety of lays, standardp or guidelines, and funded

programs promulgated-by state legislatures, courts, and administrative

agencies that influence the process: of human, resource management in

schools in the following areas:

A. factors affecting the various educa tor labor markets (e.g.,

certification ;laws, affirmative action prOgrams, and teacher

and administrator training programs--for both general education__

7
personnel and specialists)

employee/employer relationships- ('e.g., collective bargtaining laws,
N

fair dismiSsal laws; and tenure laws)'.
, .

C. interaction of school personnel with parents, citizens., and

local governmental agencies (e.g., laws promot-Png., parent/citizen .

I
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involvement in sehool;site councils, altefinattve school programs,

laWs or programs affecting Attendance in public schoolk, open

meeting laws, special education requirements requesting parental

and other agency involvement, etc.)
4

We are concerned with the wailthe laws, guidelines, and funded prbgrams

fn each of the above areas influence decisions about the work agenda and

the allocation of resources and incentives in schools. More specifically,

we'are concerned' wfth the way' eachinfluences the following dimensions:

1. the mix of personnel in the district in terms of:

a. the functions served and he-scope of responsibility for

each ,Josition

b. the characteristics.of perionnel by sex, race, age,

qualifications, and silary level

2. the working relationshipsgt .g school personnel (e.g.idegree

of cooperatir in terms of:

a. horizontal relationshipsamong teacherl'or types ofteachers
. \

(e.g., cooperapon between special' education teacheri and

1"regularn'teacherso)

b. vertical relationshipsamong teachers and 4ministrators
/

I. the way decisions are made 'about the hiring firing, transfer,

/and utilization of persollsel_
,

4. , the ways decisions are made :bout the classroom agenda and the

'tisk of resources and ince tives for students, teachers, and .

f.

`admtnistratorsto impro e student/achievement
2
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In designing research projects around these questions, we exPeCtVre-

searchers will also be concerned with factors that affect human resource

management at the local level including.commuity ideologies, financial-
.

factors, community demographics, and lcdal school policies and practices.'

Where applicable, they may also be concerned with federal laws or 'policies
IMP

(egg., those governing special education) although feder'al statutes

are not-a prime focus for this area of research.

k

4

4

o
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IT. Legal:Administrative Factors Affecting the

Educator Labor Markets
S

Legal - administrative .factors affecting the eplucator labor markets

have important implications for the improvement of human resource manage-
)

.

ment in schools. These factors include the laws (and their subsequent
Ae

administration) concern4certification, equal opportunity, teacher and ,

administrator training, and retirement. As staT.earlier, these laws

affect schools through their influence on the f011owing areas: the mix

of personnel in the district; the manner in which decisions are made_about

the hiring, firing, transfer, and utilization of personnel; the working

relationships among school personnel; and the manner in which decisions

are made about the-classroom agenda and the use of resburcesnd incentives

to improve student acfitevement. .04her.state laws affect the management of

school' personnel;7-thcluding state $tandars about course requirements

and competency requirements and'laws concerning support services-. While we are

also'concerged.With the effects of'these laws on schools, we have'chosen to

highlight tose conceTned with certification, equal oppolltunity, and teacher

and administrator training because of their more direct impact on the edu-

cator labor force.
.0"

, The. Mix of Personnel in the-istrictg

Laws regarding certification, affirmative 'aclion, the training of

teachers and administrators, and retirement may affect the composition.

. of school personnel on basis of such charafteristicS as experience,'

Y

I
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quality, type 'of specialization, race, sex, age, or religion. These laws

affect the comp sition of the work force through their.nfluence over

.
entry into, mobility within, and exit froM the educational professions.

Certification

Certification acts as a primary barrier to entry into the educational
.

professions. ,Specialized certification Kurses are required not only for

entry into the teaching pEofession, bt.,-also for mobility to administrative

positions or to other fields of specialization {ilhin teaching., Some claim

that strict certification laws may result in lowering overall teacher

quality, 4ince highly qualifie,dbut uncertified, applicants must 4e excluded.

A major finding of the recent ,Coleman 'repbk, that "private.sehoQl producet

better cognitive outcomes than do public schools" (1981, 224), .adds

credence to'this hypothesis, although other differences between public and

private schools obviously must also be considered. This presents an important

question'for further examination.

Decliking enrollments, scarcity of resources, and federal and categori-
.

cal programs complicate the way in which certification laws aff'et the

composition of district staffs. Categortcal 'programs, for example, in

mw ---
bilingual.' and special education, may necessitate _hiring special ized

`pRissonnel._ Given' scarce resources, districts max_find it difficult to hire

.

appropriately certified teachers. This ;Mac' be especially problematic

fo'r administrators in rural districts who have difficulty attracting

qualified applicants. A number Of,admint,strators-favor less stringent

certification requirements to allow more latitudein personnel decisions,

such as enlarging the scope of feeciprocity with other sthes and broad-
,

ening the subject areas covered by a given endorsement.

11
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Conversely,' teachers and teacher training institutions may genera9ly

oppose reaprocitymith other states and may favor,fairly specific

endorsement criteria as) for example, in remedial reading or gifted pro-
)

4

grams. Although some teachers favor reciprocity with other states,because

it widens the number of positions open to them, others oppose it on the

grounds that 'rpc4..procity may increase competition and lower salaries for

'in-state positions. Teachers tend to prefey specific endorsement require-

ments in speCialized aeeas.in order to increasetheirown'job security.

Similarly, colleges of educAidn generally support specific endorsement

requirements where they.provide an opportunity to develop new training`

Alrograms'and expand enrollments. The desire to check declining enroll-

meftts also may cause in-state teacher training institutions to oppose

widening reciproCity agreements. In the present era of retrenchment at all

levels of education, itlis likely that debates concerning certification

-requirements will multiply. Further research is needed I assess the r

potential effects of either maintaining or altering. present certification

laws.

Zgigler's research suggeststhat laws restricting the supply of

applicants for administrative positions in education may pave undesired

A ,

consequences (1980). Due to certification requirements, superintendents'

VP
must be recruited from within the ranks of educatidn. Until recently

educators-were relatively insulated from political conflicts and

consequently may beill-equipped to manage.\\coriflicts stemming from

collective.bargainfng, school closures, affthmative action, and' budget

cuts. Therefore, recruitment from other professlons(i.e., business, law,

public administration) may be warranted. If

12
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Others argue that certification laws help ensure adeRate pr.dpara-

:tion of both teachers and administrators to meet the educational needs of

'students. While the basic process of certification may, be beneficial,

'it:has not yet beemdetermined whether the-courses required improve the

overall quality of teachers and ad istratorS. Fer example, though

research shows that adequate supervision of teaching enhancg program

effectiveness (Berman and McLaughlin 1975; Fullan and.Pomfret 1977; Ed-

monds 1979), there is evidence that little supervision actually occurs

(Cohen et al. 1980). Preservice administrator training needs to'emphasize

. supervision as a key element in administrative work.

Other certification courses need to be updated to reflect changes

in environmental conditions that affect schools. Perhaps more courses are

needed to help school personnel cope with the specific problems of school
-

closure,-stagieirent-families, and budget cuts: Some c urses presently

required may need to be altered or eliminated. For exampl

courses concerning school lacilities planning and constru tion, now.re-
,

quired in a number of states, may need major revision to best serve admin-
.

littitors coping' with a period of retrenchment. 14htle numerous changes

in CertifiCatibn equirements have already been made to, adapt to changiqg

needs, a more thoroughexamination of the benefits of specific types', of

6 7 :aertifiCatiOn'CO4rSeS is warranted. .

'.

44kOpportunity
,

Although women comprised appcoximately two-thirds of the tvohing pro- i

t:-.7a--

fession in 1973, they held less than fifteen percent of all priticipalships

. N,,..,

13
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and only approximately one -half, of one percent of all superintendent eosi-
4,

tions (_NEA 1923). .The number of-women superintendeets has almost 'doubled.

within the past five years'(AASA 1979), indicating.that affirmative action

h 0 had sortie effect, though the overall propOrtion of superintendents who
. .".

A .
-

are female is still exceptionally low. Optimism about increased oppor-

tunities for women must also be tempered by evidence suggesting teat

the number of women holding administrative positions dropped between,1970

and 1976 (Barnes 1976).

1

The proportionlof minorities in administrative positions is also

relatively low. In- addition, as a result of de gregation in the southern
0 t

and .borderstate , many black principals.loseth ir positions when blacks

no onger made up.the major4ty of the student population. Due to the num-

ber o imminent school closings, it is importoNtAto consider how equal.

opportunity or affirmative action requirements ill be implemente for

administrators as well as teachers during a period of retrenchment. School

closure may have detrimental effects on the number of minorities and women

in educational administration if inner city schools, which may have a'dis-

,proportion,te number-of minority principals, and small elementary schools,

which may have a disproportionate number of female principals, are closed.
0 4

more often than other ,types of schools:

%, Evidence suggests that women and minorities may not haie an equal
.

Opportunity to move from the teaching ranks to administrative positions.

Increasing opportunities for these two groups may have a positive impact

on the educator labor Market in two ways: First, the overall quality of

public school administrators will be increased if all qualified applicants

14
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are given access to those positions.- Secondly, the incentives for women and

minorities to excel in their present poSitions woUldbe strengthened if

they received. equal consideration for promotions. The first point may be

especially critical in light of research indicating that women principals

exhibit effective quOties foi% administrative leadership. ,Fishel and

.Pottker t1975)'founti that "female principals, compared with males, concern

themselves more deeply with instructional leadership and. affairs of classroom

teaching, interact more intensively with the faculty, . . . and exercise

closer supervisory control of teachers" (Charters and Jovick 1980).

Teacher and Administrator Training Programs'

Educator training programs affect the composition of the educator

labor market through tneir potential impatt on improvement of teaching

. .

. and -administrative skills and on career mobility.. Further research is

needed to determin 4fthefliotivating fa rs for participants in training

programs as well as the barriers to pa ticipation. Motivation may come

fr.= An individual's desire to enhance his or her tkills within a

present position, to effect a change isitions, or merely to move up the.

pay scale by acquiring more credit hours., Prior research:suggests.that

teacher involvement in training programs for the first reason has been

_correlated with increased teacher effectiveness, but that this

correlation does not hold when the involvement is not voluntary or when

increased wages or job secruicy are the solemotivatorS (Hanushek 19711.

Motivation for engaging in training may alk stem from 'external sources.

The increased-number of openings in specialized programs may :encourage

teachers to pursue further' training. Also, certain teachers may receive

15
4
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encouragement from administrators within the district to .prepare for an

"inside" administrative position. 'Further research could serve to determine

the way persoanet maybe differentially affected by such informal

communication, as well as -the relative influence of such encouragement.

Since an increasingly-high number of administrative positions are filled by

perions outside the district (in Oregon, more than half of all admini--

strative positions are filled by out-of-state applicants [Carlson 1979, .

4
p. 60]), %it's influence may not be as strong as in the past.

. Retirement

A recellt shift in the mandatory.retirement age from 65 to 10, as a

result of PL 95-256, has significant consequences for the composition of

the educator labor market. First, the relative importance of both

inservice training and the improvement of job satisfaction :increases if

)educators spend more time in the same 'position or field as a result of
.

oning mandatory retirement to age 70. This effect may be compounded'

by-the fact that fewer'educators with more than ten years experience are

leavin9,their positions. We will witness decreased mobility among teachers

if trendi in Oregon are representative'of other states in which alternative

qmployment opportunities ma'' be- equally scarce (Oregon Department of

Education, 1981). A,decrease in the turnover rate? whlje it may enhance

district stability, also decreases the district's flexibility in hiring

people with needed specializations, meeting affirmajive.action goals,

renewing and refreshing its teacher corps, and using scarce'resources

,for non-personnel casts.

71,
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The Manner in Which becisions'are Made About the Hiring, Firing, Transfer,

and Utilization of PeNsonnel

Some admini,strators have'cla4med that legalities concerning certifica-
.

tion, affirmative action; and 'collective bargaining (to be covered

furtheryinithwicxt secttonrtonstrain the decisions made about the hiring,

, . firing, trahs er,-and utilization of personnel to such, an extent that they

have negligtble cdntrolover clatters' of employment. Certification and

endorsementrestrtctidps limit administrative flexibility in trying

different strategie! to improve the utilization of personnel within a

district. School personnel may spend less time learning from each other

because they need to obtain a formal .certificate in order to shift

positions or to advance. Unfortunately, stringent-certification

requiremCilts may also discourage-school personnel from learning other

job skills through experience, rather than solely throug academic

courses. As a result of these constraints, the choices madermay not

always promote sound educational'practice. More research is needed on the

..,

factors that hamper Or facilitat_pis decision-making process and their

Neffects:

Concurrently with the evolvement of stricterIkertification requitementt,,

anti-discrimination regulations have resulted in formalization of, the manner

in which decisions are made about personnel management. Such formalizatiOn

'Writ is. hoped, will also result in a greater degree of equity ifs- employment

practices r lating to,spx, race, handicap, and religion. However, further

exploration is needed too determine whether the regulations have actually,

produced greater equity. Some administrators claim that the low proportion

of women and minorities in administrative positions within their districts
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stems from I lack of qualified applicants. An appropriate question for

research wouldjp/fa what degree a disproportionately low number of
- ,

women and minorities in administration can be traced to discriMinatory.

practices'rather than the differential preferences of these applicants,

The information available concerning the effective utiliza-

tion of non-certified personnel, such as teacher aides, is also insuffi-
.

cient. Research by Eberts and Pierce shows a positive relationship' between.

the use of teacher aides and the improvement of student performance.

ft 1
/*-----1110S confirms the expectation' implicit in federal prog rams such as Title

& j 4

I, that the employment of paraprofessionals enhances student hievement

.by increasing the degree of individual attention that can be given to

students either by teachers or by teacher aides. However, her research

suggests that teacher aides could be Moreefficiently employed. Conant

.

;points oUt that while employment of teacher aides has allowed teachers

to spend more time in instruction than otherwise, teachers.still spent

relatively less time in instruction and more time in routine, non-

,

instructional taSks)th4p did *die non-profeSsional teacheraides (1971). 1

Further research is needed to examine Now teachers and teacher aides

can work more efficiently together in the classroom. .

.t. :,

The effective employment of teacher aides and other nor- certified.

personnel may also have additional benefits.. Parerital interest in education

may in ease if parent are hired as teacher aides, or in other capacities.

These par- is often form inf rural networks with other parents of children

attendidg he same school. Moreover, the hiring of teacher aides may help

4E.

13
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"-to increase the representation of minorities in schools snd may also result

in a greater nuMber/of minority teacher aides subsequently enrolling in

teacher certification programs.

The fiscal arrangements of local districts also play an influential

role in determining school personnel decisions. A variety of specialized

positiohs within districts are funded with federal or state categorical

aid, which greatly affects hiring decisions (.e., requirements and tenure

of the, position). Personnel dependent on federal or state aid for the

continuation of their positions may, therefore, be more concerned with

'meeting .the goals of the funding agency rather than of. the district *sod

4-in which they are employed. Elmore and McLaughlin suggest that these type
4,

of verticilnetworks may be detrimental to the coordination oT educational

,i)

'programs' due to a lessening of cooperation mong personnel at the district

' s,,, level (19811. Decisions'about the hiring a firing_of personnel are

also drastically affected by genii cuts instate or local funding. More

and more districts have .had to layoff 'teachers because ate or local

funding was cut or was very uncertain. In the Seattle 8Cho rict

i &ecent years, approximately ten percent of.the teacher

layoff notices during the spring, althoughosome are rehir

y

when the number of vacanciel is more certain (Weathel y, Nary- and

tived_

in the fall

Elmore 1981). The potentia)1y serious and negative mpact of t

,uncertainty on human resource Management in schools is substantiated by

a number of, uperintendents in California who have stated that teacher

layoffs due _uncertain state funding have created serious morale problems

for staff (Zeigler et-al., forthcoming).
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Working Relationships Among School Personnel

'Certification laws and affirmative action programs, tend to formalize

working-relationships among school personnel and, consequeptly, may be

expected to inhibit informal cooperative networks. On the other hand,

certification and affirmative action may enhance employee cooperation ins

other ways. Speciftc certification requirements resultin a greater likeli-

hood thatleachers and administrators Cboth within and between groups) will

share a common kno4ledge base and, therefore, they promote further dialogu?
1

about edudatiOnalgoals. Teacher and administrator training programs may

sere similar pqrposes. Affirmative action may enhance working relation- ,,
A

ships iflemployees feel that the laws provide greater equity .or fairness.

1/

,r4

The Manner in Which Decisions are Made about, the Classroom Agenda and the
4

Use of Resources and Incentives to Impf'ove Student Outcomes

The manner in which decisions aremade to improve student outcomes

may be best described under three b-categories: work supervision, adminr

istration of-work support systems, and governance (Duckworth 1981). Duck-

worth definei these terms as followi:

Work supervision reftrs to the definition gnd control of
(teacher) work factors. . The administration of work
support systems refers to both logistic support for class-
room instruction and staff development efforts. Governance
refers to the interpretation and incorggration of environ-
4ental and intra-system preferences thrlbugh processes of
policy formation, procedural development, tactical planning,,
and.conflict management.

. .

20
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is Work Supervision
. ,-

-,-

Although administrative 'supervision of teacher -peeformance h4s
I. . ,-- , . .

been demonstrated to improvestudent achievement, as previously noted, it-.1

ris infrequently carried out in school districts. One reason for' this may
.

-be administrators' lack of adequate training in,, or preference for,

supervision. 'As will be discussed in greater derit'h in Section III,

collective bargaining contracts may also limit the-latitude of admini- .

'strators in conducting such supervision. Further, principals who are not.,

tenured as adthinistrators may be concerned about rtr taining good relations

with teachers in order to increase job security. Focusing administrator

and teacher training programs on the-need for supervision and administrative

moral support may improve the probability for success of prOgyams designed

to increase educational achievement (McLaughlin 1976), Still, given the

uncertainty of the teacher labor market, administrators needo be

espeCially ,careful that teacher e aluation does not disrupt' cooperatiye

working relationship and- thus fa 1 in its effort to promote'More

6

effective instruction (Mann 1976).

Administration of Work Suftort_Systems A
i!.r

Cohen's research suggests that teacher and student perfOrmance would

impr,ove if principals played a stronger role in providing 10gistiCa and ,.. .

organizational *support (Cohen. et al.' 1 977). Coordinated efforts towards

this end in administrator and teacher training may increase teacher

effect, ess. On the other hand, administrator and teacher trainir
. a,

programs signed to iinplemeni one type of 'curriculum: may inhibit sub-

sequent ch nges if the,administration of the work support system for de:.

4,S
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implemented program is particularly effective'(Mckinney,and Westbu 1975).

Therefore,.it is necessary to hiie not only strong instrktional support from.

4.
the principal, but also-iome continuity- in the curricular *gram to

a ,, , -

promote a unified effort toward improved school effectiveness..

. Governance

Laws affecting the educator lOor marketi also affect governance of,

orpolicy decisions about, curriculum priorities. An emphasis, on
1 ,0,

_ ,affirmative action 4n hiring may be correlated-with increased interest

in Eurriculum material regarding multi-cultural issues. Both irlservi2e

cPq
teacher and administrator training and certification reluirements may

result-1n changes in priorities in the school program. .Foll example,

teacher and administrator training programs may increase the, y of

computer-assisted instruction as participants are kept up-to-date on the

.14

, Y.4. - ,''
.newest technoloO
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III. Legal/Administrative actors Afftcting Employer-tmplivee Relationships

Key-contributors to the increasing-formality of the relationship be-

tween teachers and administrators at the local level are the adv-ent of

Collective bargaining as a mechanism for the resolution of employer- employee
.

conflicts and the increasing variety and complexity of-state laws

regulating the hiring, transfer, dismissal and retirement of teachers.

These legal and administrative factors have resulted historically from

the "central tensionoor dilemma in publiC p licy for pUblicsector bargain-
, 'EY'

AJ

ing: employee rights versus sovereignty" (Cresswell and Spargo 1981). fhat

ls, the traditional model fof district - -level educational decision making (a

"representative-governance" modellis gradually being altered tO accommodate

a qualiAtively different model for eftablishing the rights of teachers as

district employees (a "labor - 'relations" model). Collective bargaining con-

tracts and statutory regulations concerning the treatment of public employees

are the forMaland tangiblelresults of these'competing.models.

The proposed research agenda will focus on hoW these legal and admin-

istrative factors influence (1) the,mix of personnel in the district (2)

the manner in which decisions-are made about the hiring, firing, transfer

and utilization-of personnel (3) the workirig relationships among school.,

personnel and (4) the manner in which decisions are made about the class-

room agenda and the uslofrresources and incentives oimprove student

achievement.

11
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The Mix 'of Personnel in the District

Legal and administrative. factors affe6ting the general composition of

a district -&s staff tend to focus on equity and quality.

Equity Considerations

Teacher collective bargaining contracts frequently contain provisions

that bar discrimination on the basis of sex, race, or ethnic background

in. the hiring or compensation of employees. -In%many cases the contract
-------

may also containprovisions barring discrimination on the basis of handicap. _

However, in a recent study of school grieVance aeEsitreation; Brodie and 'I\

or- -

Williams found wily eight percent of the cases dey examined involved

charges of contract violation concerned with discrimination (1980, p. 128).

This suggests 'that forums are available for resolving complaints regarding ,

r(
discrimination other than the grievance Mechanism specified in the collective

bargaining contract including the following: (1), state or locafl level fair

employment practices commissions, (2) a variety of federal agencies, such .

as the Equal Opportunities Commission, and (3) the court system (p. 130).

Federal _.and state regulations may also be ,used to support grievances against

discriminatory personnel practices. Brodie and Williams have noted that

"since the analysis began in 1973, the issues of discrimination in arbitration

have increased in number as well at in the sophistication of their
.

reasoning and *aye broadened 'n the scope of the arbitrator's award. It

seems reasonable to predict this -trend will continue as grievants become

aware'of their rights and options, and as schools increasingly attempt to meet

affirmative action mandates" (p. 129).

4.
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Although collect've bargaining 'Contracts may contain provisions that

bar disCrimination, recently hired women and minorities may be in a less

secure job position due to other clauses in-the contract that promote

seniority as the basis for transfer or reduCtionlin-for'ee. AffirmatfVe

actibn goals may not be compatible with. unionization dying times of de-

clining enrollmentsand resources', since unions have historically supported

a "lasfhired, first fired" retrenchment, policy, and women and Minorities

fall disproportionately into the "last hired" category.

.4P

Quality Considerations 4

Of central concern to teachers and educational administrators alike is

.the quality of the teaching staff. Due to its elusive nature the measure-

ment-of quality-has been subject to considerable controversy- Educational

administrators tend to assert that staff quality is related to their authority

to place personnel -in 'positions to which they-are test suited. Teache;S,

on the other hand, tend to relate quality to their own perceptions*orjob

security and professional autonomy.

If quality teaching is measured in terms of superior student achievegent

then the relationship between these two variables needs to be more clearly

delineated before the questions raised in this paper can be answered. 'Muth

of the research on how eacher characteristics affect student outcomes has

been reviewed by Murnane (1980), but his work is not definitive.
--:-

. .

Without any solid empirical basis, former research on legal administrative

factors affecting employer-employee relations (and the conse9uent "mix"

of persopnel) has utilized two major indicators for quality: teaching
fik*

credentials and teaching experience.. The assumption is that the More

o I
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appropriate the credentials, orthe Ton-ger the teching experience, the

higher the quality of the teacher.

Eberts and Pierce (7980. found that; in their broad sample of dis-;

Itricts from.New York liichigan; td Michigan; turno r was greater'` in non-

union

. .

, .

.

.than in unionized districts, resulting in a greater proportion of
4T

senior teadhert in unionised districts'. They found, further, that this

was pecially true in districts where thei.e was declining enrollments-

implying that teacher' contract provisions, which inuded.reduct#on-in-

force according to seniority were g1y influencing the age/experience
s

mix -afpetsonnel;

vt Dennis Encarnation (unpublistecr:draft) is examinin0 the effect of '

reduction-in-force provisions on the ability of administrators to here

teachers`for 'categorical aid programs, particularly those for the

bilingual' and' hargicapped.,'He is finding that, especially under:conditions

of declining enrollment, teachers with specialized credentials are

cor4peting, for -jobs with more senior teachers .Who -.lack special ind

credentials., The existence of contract provisions favoring the, retention

of senior, teachers could have a definite Impact on, theoverall composition
1

of the teaching staff for these
. special progra s.

Mitchell and colleagues (1 981), in their s udy of eight districts in

Califorkk.and Illinois, reinforce Encarnation's "conclusions. Their data

lead them to believe that "teacher organizations have a. great deal Of

difficulty Supporting the interests of specialists" (p. 157). In fact,

a 'variety of fact eambine to place special ized teachers in a decidedly

inferior role at the bargainingliab1 e. With the exception of spkialists

CS
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who are specially funded and specifically.required by law, Mitchell sees "a

steady drift away from theuse° of categorical specialists to carry on the

instructional program of the school" (p. 158).

The Manner in Which Decisions are Made About the Hiring:, Firing; Transfer,

and Utilization of Personnel

The combination of ,a contract'and a set of state statutes that;

protect the ,ri4ts of teachers can exert a strong influence on district-

.

level decisions about the hiring, firing, and transfer of teacher staff

and their daily responsibilities.

As mentioned in the previous section, seniority and reduction-in-force

contract ,prOvisions can influence the,manner in which positions in special

programs are filTed. The dismissal of teachers, however, is probably the

issue that fis most comprehensiyely governed by both contract provisions

and state statutes. Oregon' s Fair Dismissal Law exemplifies how the

protection of teachers from "unfair dismissal" is becoming more and more

a matter of statewide regulation. In general, this law makes it relatively
ti

easy for an administrator to dismiss a "probationary" teacher. (a teacher

who has,taught fewer than three years in the,same district). The dismissal

of permanerit teachers, on the other hand, can be extremely difficult. By

law, permanent teachers can be dismissed only fo-r certain specified

"offenses," and the evidence the district produces' to provide the baSis for

dismissal must be collected in a non - prejudical manner. For instance,

if the basis for dismissal is "inadequate performance," the district/

cannot appear to be building_a case for dismissal through its evaluation

procedure. By 1.311, evaluation is primarily intended to provide guidance in

s
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improving the performance of teachers. Dismissal can be justified on the ,

basis of inadequate performance only if the teacher'shows no sign of improve-
,

ment after several properly managed evaluation pLcedures.

Oregon's Fair Dismissal Law also contains well-defined procedures

for dismissal on "nonpersonal" grounds. That is, \if a distrfet is sufferiki

declining enrollment or needs to elimj.nate courses every effort must be

made to transfer permanent teachers rather than di miss them. Merit and

seniority must be considered when such transfers are made.

Almost no research has been specifically dire
r5i

tut at the4nflgence of

state statutes, such as Oregon's Fair Dismissal La, on ple transfer or

'diSmissal of teachers at the district level. What - esearch there is

`\...tends to view the statutory framework as a backgroqnd variable and focuses

instead on the influence of collective bargaining itself on the dismissal,

L/
transfer, and utilization of instructionaUpertonnei.f

Johnson (1981) gathered data from sit districts in six states for
/

information regarding the effects of collective bargaining on the role of

the principal and the management of the school. She noted that in four of

the six districts the contracts required teacher layoffs and transfers to

low seniority rules. In addition "procedural restrictions on the

principil's.power to transfer or terminate teachers for poor performance

-reduce the principal's control over who staffs the school".(p. 6).

Johnsqn also ;documented some of the ways in whidh the emerging -

legal- administrative climate is affecting the utilization of personnel on

the school site:

1
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The teachers' contract also has reduced the principal's right to
control teachers' time, both how long they spend in school and
what thy do while there. Teachers in all but one sample district
had a contractually defined work day, before or aftem which the
principal could not eipect them to be on duty. In most districts,
teachers, not principals, could determine how and where they would
spend their preparation periods. No teachers could be assigned to
cafeteria dutylduring their lunch; in some districts they could not
)be assigned to lunch duty at all. While principals retained authority
over teachers' Classroom time, they were restricted by the contract
in segulatingAhe use of non-teaching time. As one principal 'said,

can.'t say 'Be here' and 'Do this' anymore' (p. 6).

In addition, Johnson noted that most contracts limited principals'

freedom to set class size, to determine number of preparations, and to

assign teachers to particular courses. One of the most striking changes-

from the precollective bargaining era was that introduced by the grievance

procedUres. Since principals, under most-grievance systems, no longer

have the final say in.disputes about school policies and practices,'

their autonomy is inhibited. In fact, according to Johnson, the mere

threat of a grievance appears 'to have a significant impact on the

authority of principals, placing them in the ironic position of being

"accountable to the teachers; they supervise" (p.-Z).

Mitchell and colleagues (1981) conclude that collemtiveining

is a major cause of: .

,

r .
.

substantially altered. definitions of teachers work respon-

sibilities . .

' basic changes in the mechanisms that control how feachOrs
will perform their jobs , , 4 P

modifications in .the authority 'av ilablg to School.principal$
and other middle maAalers.(p. 155

0

1
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'With regard to the first conclusion: they note that the dichotomy be-

tween "regular" versus "extra" duties wat explicitly recognized in all
>

eight districts, contributing to the likelihood that teachers will be dis-

couraged from performingthose work activities identified as extra unless

, given additional compensation (p. 157).- This implies that either there

will be a decreasing utilization of instructional personnel for extra-

curricular activities, after hours meetings, and student supervision ac- .

tivities, or that the overall cost of teacher salaries will rise.

Second,Mitchell and colleagues obseive'that the introduction of mutually

agreed upon grievante and evaluation procedure's has altered the manner in

which administrators control'teacher performance.' eir study confirms

"the accepted wisdom of labor relations theory--effecti grievance pro-

,
cedures sharply reduce the inclination as welleas the capac ty of manage-

ment to treat employees differentially".(p..160). Their conclusions about

evaluation procedures are less definitive. They find that both teachers

and administrators lack, confidence in these procedures as a method of im-

proving teacher quality, yet, both sides appear. to feel that evaluation is

increasingly importantt

Finally, Mitchell and colleagues support Johks conclusions that

school_principals' autonomy to utilize personnel as they see fit is in-
.

creasingly threatened by the ,trend, which' has been accelerated by collective

bargaining, "toward more homogeneous and consistent interpretation and

application of.work rules among all schools within any given-district" (p. 162).

McDonnell and Pascal (1979), Yin their on-site investigations.of fifteen

school districts in eleven states, conclude, that the major district-level

80
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effect of. collective bargaining on the dismissal transfer of personnel
4MP

is the increased. pressure to use seniority as the ole or predominant

basis for such actions. Reliance on seniority has a variety of conse-

quences for *local districts includes -the following:

Districts find it harder to meet federally imposed faculty
--desegregation mandates.

enrollment declines, it is more difficult to match particular
school needs with the-most appropriate and competent faculty.
Reduction-in-force provisions based on seniority.not only
interfeh with the retention of younger and perhaps more
competent teachers, but also increase salary costs to support,
a- predominantly, senior teaching force (p. 75).

As for the school-level' effects of collective bargaining, McDonnell and

Pascal determined that the following types of provisions had significant

influence on administrative treatment of instructional personnel:

guaranteed teacher preparation periods and a limit on the
number of different classes for which a teacher must. prepare
assignmehts restricted to the teacher's area of certification
and made on the basis of seniority
a limit.on the nonteaching duties (e.g., clerical work_and
playground supervision) a teacher must perform
class-size maximums that,can be violated if the district
sews just cause
a detailed evaluation procedure that specifies the number of
evaluations a teacher is subject to, the length and formatof 4

classroom observations; the timing of advance. warning before
evaluation begins,, and the provisiongf opportunities for
evaluations'Ck. 78-7g)

. Like Johnson and Mitchell and colleagues, McDonnell and Rascal report

that the effect° of such-provisionsAs to give principals less freedom ir(

"selecting which teachers will work in their schools and what duties each

will perform there" (p.'78).

-. 1 31 t
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The Working Relationships. Among-School P nel

The increasing number of district ide or state-wide rules and

regulations regarding employer-employee r ationshilis has had a two-pronged

effect on the wdrkinglrelationships among s ool personnel. On the one

hand, the increased consistency and predictability of both teacher and

administrator behaviors has led' teachers, in particular, "to fee. more

secure about what they do in their own classrooms" (McDonnell and Pascal

p. 78). A siMilamperception of,the role of security in promoting

positive working relationships among school personnel lied Murnane to

conclude a "riffing" on the basis of seniority, rather than merit,

may be mo e appropriate-in school Systems where merit is difficult to

determine (Murnane 1981). On the other hand, as has been implied in the

Previous section, teacher collective (4rgaining may impair-the-Working

relationships between teachers and administrators where it has increased

pressure on school principals to be more careful in their relationships

with teachers (Mitchell and colleagues, p. 162).

Increasedleelings
1,3

of security among teachers and a more formal

relationship between teachers and principals are recurrent themes. in the

literature that attempts to assess the impact of collective 'bargaining or

working relationships among staff. However, it is dangerous td--generalize

0

too broadly. For example, it'has alrpady been noted that although regular

teachers may fee more secure as a result of collective bargaining,

specialized teach rs, may feel quite the opposite as a result of seniority

provisions favoring the more Igperienced regular teachers (Mitchell and

colleagues, p. 157 -58).

32
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With regard to the allegedly increased formalism pf relationships between

principal and teaching staff, Johnson (1981) provides a caveat. She asserts

that the, degree of formality or 'informility is largely a function of the prin-

cipal's strategy. In her sample of six districts, "some Principals em--

braced the opportunity to involve teachers i'rl''School management while others

strictly limited teachers to.advisory roles. Afew used the contract to

manage the school and insisted on literal compliance with its provisions,

while most minimized its role and relied instead on reciprocal relations

with teachers to get things done. While most carefully complied with the

contract, some did so in order to preserve their right-to exercise all

available management prerogatives, while others did so only to avoid trouble.

' There were aysmall number of principals who actively opposed the union and

a small number who abdicated to it. Some principals coped Well, most

managed, and a few didn't cope" (p. 19).

'Johnson classified the major strategies of principals as "aggressive,"

"defensive," or "reciprocal." While no particular strategy proved to be

a "prescription for success in managing labor practices at the school site"

(p. Z5), the "'reciprocal" strategy at least had the advantage of greater

informality since it was based more on the philosophy that teachers and

administratori needed each other inorder to make the school work. Under'

thii strategy the principal was willing to bend the provisions of the con-

tract to meet the needs of teachers if, in turn, the teachers would refrain

from initiating the grievance procedure whenever anything went wrong. Ind

essence, when this strategy was..mted, the contract was viewed as a guide

rather than a rule book" (p. 24).

33
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In-assessing whether a formal or informal 4rategy of contract -en-

forcement s'preferable, Johnson. states that theenswer depends on the. nature
Ar

of the staff. If the staff shared common goals and seemed able to develop

their own programs without interference from distAct.level union officers,

then the informal "reciprocal" strategy seemedjbest. However, in,,the case

of the largest, most urban district in her 'sample, where principals-retained

no control over staff composition because of frequent iebierity transfer4,

and where district union staff memberi were active in monitoring contract

compliance in the schools, the maintenance of constructive reciprocal re-

lationships was extremely difficult (p. 2). -In this district the principal

most likely to succeed was the one who adopted the "aggressive strategy."

.q1

The Manner in Which Decisions,are.Made about the Classroom Agenda and

the Use of Resources
.

and Ingentives to Improve Student Outcomes

Investigation of the effects of collective bargaining on student
.=

achievement has yieldee mixed results. Data from New York State indicle

that districts with a relattvely high number of contract items employ

teachers with a higher level of education; which is related to higher

achievement test scores (Eberts and Pierce 1980, tp. 186). The presnce

of a provision for tedlir aides in teacheir settlements was found to, be .
o

correlated with higher. mean test scores-and a smaller -variance/among,

students' scores, a likely result of the increased time available to

teachers for purely instructional purposes (ibid, p. 187). On

the other-,hand, the results show that newly hired teachers are

h,"4.« , 4
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more highly ed caled than ,their predecdssors.-Consequently, where'union-

#

ization serves. to decrdase teacher turnover, the level of teacher OalitY1
o 0

a o be low -r than for non-unionized districts. Stijl, the increased °.

overa quality of teachers resulting from a higher teacher turnover.rate
\.

. ,

gott

must be weighed against the:costs of recruiting' training new teachers:'-

. .
It remains to be seen whether policy related issues will become.emore

frequent feature of.bargaining:, now that salary increases are limited by

declining resources. However, teacher.i6olvement in sc ol policy decisfont.

can be akpected'to olter.the educational process. Eberts
.

and Pierce found t

that districts with,a class-size provision tended to use a more traditional

v
classroom organization, which was correlated with a smaller dispersion of

student achievement scores withip.the.district. Their findings additionally
.

indicated that the existence of a provision for teacher preparation periods

was alio related to'esmaller variance iriz'studint scores in the district.
Q ...,

1
.

Consequentlyc'it can be expected that teacher involveme-nt in policy making,-
a

. throir0 collective bargaining, May:Paye a significant impact on student,

performance.
.. . . 1

.

6- 0.7' , . .

. .

Eberts and Pierce also found that "strong unions,.as reflected by the

, .

number of contract Items negotiated, Use their poget to.incream,per-pupil
4 .,

spending." However, °the indt.easerd 'per-pupil- spending may be mare than °

;: .

swallowed up by the increased cost of instruction, leaving'feWer-
fk

dollars for other resources.. Johnson. (1981) cited some teachers in-,

all six districts ungg study-as saying that the "-union pursuit of high

salaries and reduced dutles was at pKe'txpense of well-maintained buildin

Ia
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adequate supplies and equipment and inservice training" 6-6. 16): 'This

evidence, howlver, is of a more anecBotal nature.:

An investigation of the degree to which collective bargaining is

pinging upon the policy-making function of educational adminiStrktors P

could address the assumption that there is at least an indirect'effect

,1

on decisions about theclassroom agenda and the use of resOurces and in-

centives to improve udent outcomes. For exam0e; McDonnell and Pascal

,f

O

cited an "extreme cash" in a school district whose contract appreciably
I

constrained school management. .
. \----s.'

.,,

.,
'.

Here teachers are no longer required to perform clerical
duties;. econdary teachers wive additional preparation periods .

for each subject (seventh-, eighth-,and nintftrgrade English, for
example, are all cdnsidered separate subjects); and they cannot : :

be assigned to,more than three teaching periods or twolirepara-
tion periods in a row. Until state law supersedeU the contract, .

teachers could refuse to teach students who needed the assistance
A of special education teachers. The contrac.even affects curriculum

contentbecause it now mandates labor studies, as a high school
elective. Principals can no longer see a teacher's grading book ;<
without first informing him/her of the reason: for the meeting.
The teacher may'then be accompanied by a teacher organization
representative. In evaluating:teachers, supervisors and prin- -

_.,

cipals can only use a two-point rating systenf(satisfaCtory or
unsatisfattory). If a centra.l.district administrator enters a
school building., the teacher organization building representa'tive

. must be informed of this person's presence-(p. 79). . 0

-

v -It is apparerit.that such -a contract gives teachers agreat deal",of"
.., .._ .

actual and potential power over school policy. Clearly it is the'ekteption,'

not the rule. 'Yet in certain areas at least (e.g., controlling

the mix of-'personnel for specialized programs), col.lettive bargaining may

be giving teachers a significant role in the establishment of policy; None
..

of the studies cited previously make any definitive statements about this. .

3 6
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potential effect of collective bargaining. Yet they all imply that where

contracts strongly support teacher Nights, administrative discretion to

formulate -and implement- policy may be substantially reduced. More careful

attention to this critical issue is merited.

s.
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-Interactions of School Personnel with

Parents and Other Citizens

Both teaching personnel and educational administrators confront prob-

lems in the-involvement of individual parents and parent groups in educa-

tional decision makinLg. Additionally, district-and building-level admin-

istrators must monitor and respond to the views of a WIte variety of com- *

munity members regarding school policies and practices and their financial

implications. To help school personnel improve their performance in these

areas, a more systematic research effort is needed. Furthermore, effec-

tive strategieimust be developed fot training educational personnel to

utilize these research findings in practical situations,

f primary ,Impupnce to the successful management of schools are

the was in which Oucationai administrators monitor and respond to the

views and reactions of community members. Although publIc involvement in

school beard meetings is sporadic, and "deference to professional exper-
t.,

. tise is g4erally the norm" (Tucker and Zeigler 1980), educational,admin-
k

istrators often utilize selected individuals to sound out'how the community

. feels about particullir,issues. Some of these selectV individuals may be-

formally involved in schooltibards or committees (i.e.; advisory committees,

task forces, PTAs) Howev*r, it cannot be assumed 'that theonly (or even

the most preferred) method for gaining citizen involvement in schools is

throdgh formally recognized school committees. Indeed, it appears likely

that the official records and reports, of these committees will reflect only

a small portion of7the wayS in lch administratofs.seek out and respond to

.38
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the views of community members. Yet, university-based researchers investi-

gating community involvement often seem to be preoccupiedw!th the written

information that is401enerated by the-cobmittees, as if these documents

represented the,major vAicle by which administrators attempted to insUrd'

community participation. Due to limitations of time and resources, re.;
ar

searchers may find it convenient to attend regularly scheduled meetings of

particular committees or to review the minutes of school board meetings over

a long period of.time. Although the financial costs of these data collec-

tion techniques may be low, such techniques generally do not provide com-

prehensive descriptions of the ways in which administrators attempt to in-

sure community involvement.

To assist educational administratorsin managing the time and effort

they expend on Monitoring and responding to the views 4fcommunity members,

a varietyPef-stLdies are needed on the processes by which administrators

o

gain Information from selected individlIals regarding community opinions.

Few of these.interactionstetween school administrators and selected com-

munity members are likely to be scheduled on a regular basis 'or documented

in writing. N1vertheless, they may. .represent a significant tool for gauging

community res4nse to school policies and practices. The relationship be-

tweentween information secured by administrators through these formal and in-

formal processes must be clarified. For/example, theinfOrmal interactions

with selected community members may provide administrators with a perspec-

tive on the desires of the community which is only subject to slight modifi-

cation by the opinions expressed-in formally constitute0 CoMmittees. On "the

other hand, some admnistrators mayprely heavily upon written reports of

0

t.
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official committees ag, 1110 id expressions of the views of all community
-

members. The effectiveness of each of these administra ve strategies

in particular situations needs to examined.

A majOr concern of both building- and district-level administrators.

Is the manatement of committee; that ,are designed,,to increase the

community involvement in educational decisions. The number, of these

committees has increased -as administrators have felt the need to secure
!.

'sustained and ,eystematic input from community members; Additionally,
.

federal and stn -lalo 'have required the establishment of some of these

court ttees I and pecial Education Advisory Committees).

Although tch of 'the work ofi"these 'committees tends to center on the

deVeldpment or' ahalysii of written documents, it is by no means clear

that thit is their most important function. Research is needed on the

various ways that these committees may be used supportively by professional

personnel as well as the 'mays that the committees function .6 phi emote

citizen involvement. For example, these committees maylprovide a path

for citizens to become members of the informal network that administrators

.

use when they WO to test a compnity's reaction to a proposed ,change.

By utilizing committeesiOn this way; administrators may be able to predict

more accurately the views of segments of_the community regarding school

developments. The proposed shift in federal funding for education from '

categorical to: block grants is likely to affect the. parental advisory

committeel,which were created by Title I and P.L. 94-1112:. 'Durilg the

next few years it will 'be of special interest to note whether local

districts maintain these committees or whether any of their membernhipme

part of the informal network of individuals that admihisiiators use to

assess district performance.

4
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When faced with particularly controversial issues, school administra-

tors need practical guideline§ for effectively involving both organized

committdes and selected individuals from the community. -Often, the

opinions of,individuals end committees are seemingly solicited on issues /

41

that have alreaty been decided by the administrators. Further resdal-ch4'

could identify mor4'effective timing of and information gathering

processes for administrative decision-making,. For example, an admini-

strator faced with a particular issue could ask for judgments regarding

the following:

I

n-whether the issue was a major problem

--whether important aspects of the problem were being ignored

-- whether the process that was being used to resolve the problem was

appropriate
r

--whether the data that were being collected about the 4blem

seemed reasonable

--whether the choices that were made for solving the problem-seemed

to be producing unintended consequences

Depending upon the specific circumstances surrounding the' issue and

upon the timing of adthinistrade decisions,ecommittee compOsed of parents

-and other citizens could conceivably provide valuable information to an admin

fstrator in each Of these areas. Nevertheless, when issues are placed.be-
.

fore committees without specifjing the type of information that is desired,

parents and other community members often become overwhelmed by the complexity
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of the and their recommendations may be of little use to the admin-

istrators. To avoid these pitfalls, more research is needed on the strategies

that can be used by administrators for managing the nature and timing of

information that is sought from others.

dlecently,'several public policies have attempted to promote the in-

yolyement of parents in determining the educational strategies that.shouid

be utilized with their children. P.L. 94-142, The Education of All Hindi-

Capped Children Act, requires that schools make every effort to insure

parental participation in developing individualized education programs

for all handicapped children. The development of alternative educational

programs a cluster schools within the regular public school system has

apparently increased the commitment of some parents to'participating in

decisions regarding their children's educational programs. Proposals for

utilizing voucher plans in education are in part justified on the basis

that parents would become more involved in their children's educational

program. Whether there would actually be an increase'in participation

among a broad.cross-section of parents ispen to debate. It appears that

the ground rules for involiiing parents in educational decisions may in

fat-have a significant impa4zon which parents participate in and take

advantage of the process. For example, in a study of one hundred and forty-

five local hearings under P.L. 94-142 in California, Kirst and.Bertken (1981)-

.

found that

Low income and minority parents participated in hearings less

often than their numbers in school district would sudbest. .

In addition to their low participation rates, low-income parents
pursued a limited range of issues in the hearings. Neatly all

4 4 2
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f them were trying.to maintain public'spOportof their child-
ren's private school placementswhile the \fchool districts were
prying to return them to public programs. Higher income parents
wire much more likely to Pursue new services and a variety of
related services than were those in the low-income group (p: 4).'

Thus, it appears that if the-Involvement of all parents is desired, then

specific strategies must be devisedio insured particil5ation by parents

from different socioeconomic and cultural backgroUnds.

School personnel must also learn how to'manage their interactions
/1(--

with parents who, for Whatever reason, choose not to be involved in

on
decisoions about their children's educational pr&4rams. Some districts

have expended considerable effort attempting to track down parpnts

in order to reschedule meetings that are required under The Education

Hafidicapped Children Act. In some situations, the expenditure

of this timjtand effort has not produced any increase in the desire

of pared0 ti be involved. Thus, in addition to helping teachers and

administrators facilitate parental involvement, personnel training

programs must also prepare professionals for dealing with situations

where.parentsdo not wish tb be active participants.

Boyd has suggested that citizens play a more active role in school

policy making when the issues are Olghly visible or, in hiS. terms, if

they re "external" issues. He defines internkland-external issues as

follows:

Internal issue's involve,decisions on such matters as the School
curriculum and personnel policy, the consequences of whir are
generally percefved to be largely confined to the school system
itself 'at least in the short run. ,,They also involve the kinds
of matters for' which the expertjseof the professional educators
is.. thought most relevant .in deffsion making. External issues, on
the other'hand, involve matters such as. decisions on school con-
struction and facilities anddichoolJinances, which have an imMed-
iate visible and tangible effect on theiecology of the'community

43
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as well as,on the school systeM itself. Here, the opinion of
the public tends to carry as much, and often more weight than
expertise of the professionals (Boyd, 1976, p. 566).

(
Given.that "external" issues, such as school closings and budget cuts, have

be e more and,more prevalent in recent years, hool administrators may

nee 're preparation to adequately handle the level of citizen involve-

meet that stems from concern over these issues.

In summary, research is needed on strategies for managing'both the

inVolvi.ement of citizens in policy formulation and the participation of (/

parents in choosing specific educationallprograms'for their children. Ul-

timately, this research must be focused on developing procedures that en-

able school personnel to.improve their performance in practicalsituations.

Furthermore, these procedures must be incorporated into_personnel train- r'

ing programs so that teachers and administrators'may improve the quality

of their interactions with parents and other community members.

e
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. Directions for Future Research

Theeducational process has been increasingly influenced by legal-

adthigistrative factors over the past two decades. While much attention has

been given tithe lawt themselves, more intensive research is needed to

determine how legal requirements actually affect the edugtional process

at the school and classroom levels. Mark Yudof describes present defi-

ciencies in law-and-education research as follows:

Much--but not all--of today's law-and-education research is
misdirected in its approach to the interaction of law with
educational institutions. There is a preoccupation with the
United States Supreme Court and the United States Constitution
that tends to lead researchers to ignore other sources of laws.. .

This not only indludes state courts--a subject of some scholarly
concern--but also federal administrative agencies,-Congress ;_

'state legislatures, and state and local boards of education.
Superintendents and principals promulgate formal and informal
rules (in school handbooks, for example) and social scientists
have noted that teachers establish a "constitution of the
classroom" (1979, p:'12).

Consequently, a multi-disciplinary approath is needed to understand the

educational, organizational,and political' impact of laws on schools.

Recent or portending changes in the political and economic

dimensions of public schools make a renewed research focus on law and

schools all the more critical. Guthrie summarizes some of these potential

-.shifts as follows:

The electoral base for public schools will continue to
shink._ Competttion.for resources will biome even mope pro-

iiX
flounced. Decisions about public education wi become even
more politicized and centrally made. Conflic thin the edu-
cation community itself might intensify. Di sag ement regarding-

the purposes of public schools might encourage present efforts
to increase private educational offerings. . . . The sum of
these conditions is likely to be the strongest challenge'public
education has faced in at least half a century (1981, p. 75).
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While, as Guthrie -has staked; a' greater degree of centraizatioh'in

educational policymaking has occurred within states as a result of a general

shift towards a stronger state role in schOol finances, a 'movement.towards

decentralizatiOn may occ6r. at the national level as a result\QLblock

grants ora consolidation of categorical. programs (Ginsburg and Turnbull

42

1981). The likely result of both of these trends is a more powerful .state

role in edUcational policy-Makipg. For this reason the-proposed research

agenda focuses on legal-administrative processes at the state level.

All of the possible trends noted by Guthrie can be expected to have

major consequences for personnel management in education. An.increasing

degree of politicization in the field of education, due to greater

cpmpetition,for resources, makesit increasingly tmportant that, school

administrators learn to manage conflict with district personnel, parents,

and community groups. The\controversy regarding certification and other

laws affecting the educator labor market Is likely to intensify( as
4

"positions become more scarce. Conflict related to 'collective bargaining can

be expected to increase in the future if a stronger state role id educa2.

tional .policymaking encourages greater union lObbying'of state legislatures

'for gains they could not obtain atbejnegotiation table.
,

The -w in which the public schools react to these challenges is
.

especiallcriticalatthts time-given the increased interest in vouchers

and tuition tax'credit plaht, as well as the fact that private school

enrollments'have increased while pilblic school enrollments have declined.

In the p-ast, public school -personnel have resisted change. -Pincus argues
<

that.thisresistance stems ft0; the non-competitive nature of the public

F
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schools. He states that the publiC schools will be less likely than

competitiVe firms (i.e., private schools) to adopt innovations that:

--change the accustomed Authority roles and established ways
of doing business, because changes in these relations repre-
sent the heaviest kind of real cost to bureaucracie$

-- change the resource mix (e.g., a higher ratio of teacher
aides to teachers, sharply increased use of capital-intensive

Ntechnologies), because any consequent productivity increases
are not necessarilyj:atched by greater "profits" to the
district, and becaus any replacement of labor by capital
may threaten the guild structure 'of schools (1974, p. 112).

Michaelsen claims that vouchers may be the only way to increase the

responsiveness of school peAsonnel to the desires of clients. He states

that under the Current system there is little accouhtability for services"

delivery since "clients can enter the process only tathe extent that

administrators and teachers permit them to do so" (1974, p, 242).

- However, with i-apidly declining enrollments school personnel have an

incentive to be more responsive to the needs their clients in' order

to maintain their own job security. A number of urban school districts,

including Washington, D.C., have currently undergone extensive curricular

and organizational changes to compete with the white flight syndrome

.CChurchman 19811. The manner in which schools attempt. to be more responsive,
=

and the degree,to\VCh they are successful, will be an important issue for

personnel management in public schools during the next decade.

Vhile a formal vouCher plan may or may not become more prevalent in

V
the next dedade, one of the basic premises of the plan-/competition for

students--already exists in a number of districts.- By maintaining high

levels of enrollment, schools are able to retain a full teaching staff.

Consequently, it makes sense to examine the literature related to vouchers

re

s
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to estimate the effects of future trends on school personnel. A survey

`of parents who participated in the quasi-voucher plan in Alum Rock

.*
revealed that of the issues surveyed, parents were most interested in

course content decisions (approximately 75% wanted influence over curri7

culum) and least interested in being involved in teacher hiring and firing

decisions (approximately 50%) (R. Gary Bridge 1976, p. 377). Parental

. 'desires to determine curriculum may create additional, controversy in the

A

future, considering the heated debate over evolution and scientific

creationism and the growing competition betweem the public and religious

: k,...

/

. .
schools. .

Competition for enrollments may:have an effect on.school.organization, .

as well, aS on curriculum. Chambers'suggests that perhaps "sthOols

operating under a.voucher system will tend,to operate at relatively smaller

scales" (1981, p. 38) since anumber of studies haveindicatedthat

'smaller schools may be more cost-effective. This phenomenon may stem from
-

the fact that smaller schools may promote stronger collegial bonds between
.

teachers. Further research in this ared4146 needed to inform dec$4ions

about schbol closings, since-such evidence indicates that consolidation

may not be the most cost-effective method for coping with declining

enrollments.

Public school personn 1 can expect to encounter drastic changes

-in the legal-administrati A issues over the next decade. Thes.e changes
. C

.

will have a dramatic effeotronpther laws cupseqly affiliting the
.

educator labor market; the wgrking relationships of school personnel,
. . .

.

and the interaction between school and communkty. ,Future research

should attempt to improve the utilization of human resources in schools

in order to achieie greater student perf ormance. In his review of the
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school effectiveness literature, Mur ne concludes:nIt is on these

human resources that researchers shou d concentrate, since they are

poorly understood, play a central role in policy choices, ad-appear to

dominate other resources." Further research on the management of human
VY

resources should help school personnel meet the challenges created

by future Changes in the legal-administrative environment7,
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